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Tired of your job? Want to make extra money on the side? This book is for you! Step by step guide

to have you ready to shoot real estate photography in 14 days!Today only, get this  bestseller for

just $0.99. Regularly pricedat $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle

device.Youâ€™re about to discover how to start your own real estate photography business. I cover

everything from the right equipment to shooting and processing the pictures. Don't wait any longer,

quit your boring day job, or just make some nice extra income on the side. Real estate photography

is never boring, and it is a different adventure everyday. You'll get to work with dynamic realtors and

friendly homeowners.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...Choosing your equipment Getting

prepared for the shootShooting the propertyProcessing the picturesDelivering the final

productMuch, much more!Download your copy today!Take action today and download this book for

a limited time discount of only$0.99!
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Not a lot of meat to it...about an hours read. Beware, Chapter 5 is missing...about stills and

panoramas. It is listed on the table of contents and referred to in the earlier chapters, but it skips



from Chapter 4 to Chapter 6. Trying to click on it in the table of contents does nothing, whereas, the

others take you to the chapter. Other than that, the rest is fairly straightforward. But trying to follow

his plan with a hole in it...like a puzzle without all the pieces.

My sister, a successful real estate agent, suggested that I get into real estate photography, and due

to her group being my built in leaping point, I decided to commit. I purchased this book in the hopes

that it would assist me in my endeavors and am glad to say it did much more than that. The material

in this guide is dense with exacting instructions. Despite being relatively short, it is very concise. It

provides illuminating step-by-step advice that gave me the exact information necessary for success

in this field. Also, the vibrant illustrations that show the actual editing process have been of

tremendous help. Given that the author has been in the industry for 12 years, he is an obvious

authority on the subject, and I even went to his website at www.tourtheinside.com to see many of

the stunning photographs that represent his exceptional abilities. From purchasing the right camera

and lens and learning the best settings, all the way to shoot details and post processing, there is

nothing left to chance. After reading the guide and absorbing the information disseminated, Iâ€™ve

no doubt that I will be more than capable at performing the tasks needed for this unique job

opportunity.In summation, if anyone else is looking for a stellar manual for starting a real estate

photography business, you cannot do better than this one. Iâ€™ve no doubt that itâ€™s going to

remain a reference in my personal library for a long time to come.

A quick but right-to-the-point read, which is really all we want. He lacks a panorama chapter, and

could expand a little more on RAW (vs jpg) and social media, but his field notes and Lightroom

post-processing workflow is enough to get you out the door and on the job. Get it. For the price you

can't afford not to.

Nothing at all in this "book" (pamphlet would be a better description) on how to actually start a real

estate photography business. If you need a reminder to charge your batteries this book is for you,

but if you really want to learn anything at all this is a waste of time and money. Even the

recommendations on equipment and software are bad, and looking at the author's website clearly

shows it.

Should be more clear that this is for very basic beginners in photography, I dont need to know about

how to take the pics.... except for maybe using the lines of a room better and this book didn't really



even have that? But I hoped on more of you know... beginning the business getting customers?

There was ZERO info on that. Otherwise a few good tips but thats all... I will have to look for

answers elsewhere.

I couldn't get past the Introduction. He keeps talking about a DLSR camera. I know what a DSLR

camera is but what the heck is a DLSR? If you are writing a book on photography you should at

least spell the words and acronyms correctly. I can't take this book seriously as a result.

Good complete beginner's guide especially if you use the software he recommends where he gives

you all the settings, Good step by step guide

I enjoyed this quick and to the point guide to starting your own real estate photography business. I

think I may have found my calling,
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